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additions often gracing the deli bar. 
Classic quiches, flaky sausage rolls and 
giant Scotch eggs are made fresh on 
site each morning (come before 11am 
if you don’t want to be faced with a tray 
of crumbs), and an array of gins from 
independent London distillery Sipsmith 
add local flavour. South Devon Chilli 
Farm provides much of the chocolate 
stock – its hard-to-find dark chilli and 
honeycomb bars are a favourite with 
staff and locals – while the signature 
homemade blackcurrant jam is sweeter 
and more tangy than shop-bought 
varieties. JB. thedebeauvoirdeli.co.uk
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Angela Malik London

at first glance, this asian culinary school in acton is a simple  
deli-café. But step inside and the charmingly cluttered shop  
 extends into a full teaching kitchen, used to enlighten home 

cooks on the basics of Indian, vietnamese and thai cuisine. It’s best 
to turn up to one of angela Malik’s classes 20 minutes early (and 
ravenous) so you have time to sample some of the deli offerings: 
lamb samosas, potato and pea patties, poppadoms with all manner 
of homemade chutneys and plenty of chilli hot chocolate. 

With taste buds awakened, our group settles down for an 
explanation of the all-important ‘five tastes’: sweet, hot, salt, sour 
and umami. ‘Umami is that lingering, indefinable taste of some foods 
that leaves you wanting more,’ explains angela with almost urgent 
severity. ‘Have you ever slaved for hours making that perfect curry 
only to find it tastes okay at best? that’s because you’ve not 
incorporated all five taste sensations.’ Having suffered this exact fate 
several times, I listen keenly as angela details the ingredients we’ll 
be using for our vietnamese street food class, before she asks us 
to identify each item with one of the five tastes. 

only then do we begin the assault on our own dishes. Working in 
pairs, we mince garlic (using salt as an abrasive to break the bulbs 
down), grind it with chilli in a pestle and mortar, and add sugar, lime 

juice and copious amounts of fish sauce to make our nuoc cham 
dip. ‘this isn’t just for vietnamese dishes,’ we’re told as angela 
assesses our efforts. ‘It’s fantastic on tuna sashimi or drizzled over 
aloo gobi too – don’t pigeon-hole your flavours!’ once the sauce has 
passed angela’s crucial taste test, we prepare the fillings for our 
mains: prawn spring rolls and spicy pork lettuce wraps. We toast 
nuts in a scorching hot wok (for that umami char), stir-fry pork mince 
with ginger and brown sugar, and julienne carrot and cucumber for 
our ribboned salad. aiming for neat, uniform rolls we attempt to wrap 
our butterflied prawns in rehydrated rice sheets. I manage three,  
improving steadily, and leaving my first attempt as the runt of our 
spring roll family. Sitting down to eat our ‘street food’ is a perfect tasty 
finale to the class. definitely worth the £65. JB. angelamalik.co.uk

Deli of the month…
Italian charcuterie, sherry vinegars and 
tapenade from Spain, and good British 
teas and chutneys: a shopping trip to 
De Beauvoir is a whistle-stop tour of 
Europe’s best deli offerings. It’s worth 
a visit for the white truffle oil alone, 
but owner Ann Ryan’s stuffed piadina 
wraps are what really draw in the East 
Enders. Filled with generous helpings 
of prosciutto, chorizo, tomato and basil, 
they’re toasted and come with squidgy 
mozzarella that oozes from their sides. 
All cheeses, from soft Waterloo to the 
strong Shropshire Blue, are sourced 
from Neal’s Yard Dairy, with new 
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